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Step into pure personal luxury
Founded in 2018, Emily Roose Interiors (formerly Emily Esposito Interiors) is an award-winning, full-service luxury design firm focused on pushing boundaries and realizing potential.
get started




The ultimate interior design experience
reimagine any space
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Residential Interior Design
Dream big with the help of an international award-winning interior designer and create the masterpiece you’ll be proud to call home—for both full-time residential and vacation properties
get started
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COMMERCIAL & HOSPITALITY INTERIOR DESIGN
Open up a whole new realm of opportunity for your business with impressive designs for any commercial or hospitality space
get started
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Custom Furnishings
Stand out with cutting-edge custom furnishings, designed exclusively with your style and comfort in mind
get started
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Interior Staging Services
Create optimal value for your real estate spaces with expert, thoughtful staging, so you can close more sales than ever before
get started







Design without limits
Elevating residential, commercial and hospitality spaces with award-winning interior design in Northern California, Northern Nevada, Nashville, TN and beyond.
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View full portfolio
Get started




Award-winning interiors
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about
Emily Roose Interiors
Founded in 2018, Emily Roose Interiors (formerly Emily Esposito Interiors) is an award-winning, full-service luxury design firm focused on pushing boundaries and realizing potential.
Emily is passionate about sustainability and health and wellness, creating designs that leave a lasting impression in terms of comfort and style, without a heavy impact on our environment or your health.


[image: Wescover]Find Emily on Wescover
Get inspiration from Emily's latest featured custom  projects.
Visit Wescover Profile

[image: HGTV]Find Emily on HGTV
Explore her extensive portfolio of beautiful interior designs on HGTV. Faces of Design Contestant - Countryside Escapes
Visit HGTV Profile
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Praise for Emily Roose Interiors
Emily is a talented designer that will work hard to understand your goals and the aesthetic you are trying to achieve. Her designs are forward thinking and provide an elevated level of elegance that is timeless and functional. I recommend starting your conversation with Emily in the early stages of your project as her insight is invaluable. She will deliver value and ensure that your expectations are exceeded. If you're looking for the best designer out there, you've found her. Give Emily a call, you will be pleased that you did.

Dave W.
Sotheby's International Realty


Emily was professional and easy to work with throughout our living room update. We own a small second home and needed to update the vibe and the furniture and Emily helped us create a cool updated look in our open living room/kitchen area. She understood our style and budget and helped turn our outdated living room into a beautiful and modern space. It was really great to work with her since we aren't in Truckee full time - she made it possible to update our home without being physically present all the time in town. We loved working with her! 

Juliet S.
Client


We recently completed a custom home project with Emily Esposito Interiors. She takes the time to understand your sense of style, look at your boards and share various concepts of design to "stretch" your design style. She does so very respectfully and is not offended if you do not like a particular choice or direction. When I was overwhelmed with selections, she narrowed down a few choices to help me focus and I couldn't be more pleased with our selections and the outcome. I feel that Emily absolutely nailed my style. I also appreciate her sensitivity around our budget and provided us several economical options to achieve the same look as many of my boards and choices. She has great connections with furniture makers and stays on top of delivery times, which was very difficult during COVID. I'm very pleased with E. Esposito Interiors.

Marty R.
Client


Emily's professionalism, wonderful eye for design is combined with a genuinely warm and caring personality. She intently listens to your goals and ideas and is persistent in ensuring your end design is how you envisioned. She's a great manager of your budget and will search high and low to find the highest quality product at the most competitive price . She has great relationships with so many vendors. She also helped custom design a beautiful dining table to fit our dining space perfectly. Much applause for a very talented designer who made an arduous process fun and exciting and more importantly, she made our house more beautiful and architecturally interesting than we ever dreamed!

Maura M.
Client


Emily’s expertise in interiors is not only professional but beautiful in every detail. I’ve worked for Emily on several projects, and she’s always been open to new ideas and provides the very best design for each of her clients. She’s always been great to work with, but her communication is absolutely wonderful. She’s always clear and precise in every instruction she provides, making our projects run smoothly!

Victoria C.
Owner of Pillows and Create (Vendor)


I hired Emily from E. Esposito Interiors for 4 projects over the last 3 years.  These homes were of all different style including ultra modern to Napa farm house style, to mountain transitional.  She has done a tremendous job customizing each home accordingly with cutting edge interior finishes that were of the utmost quality while maintaining a tight budget.  I would highly recommend Emily for any type of project as she is easy to work with and has no ego.  She is up to speed on all of the latest materials and installation as well as very budget minded oriented.  Emily also handled all of the furnishings and accessories for a very reasonable cost while delivering very high end quality pieces.  If you want someone who has great design acumen, is incredibly responsive and keeping you within a budget, hire Emily Esposito, you won't be disappointed!

Jonas M.
Client


I have no reservations in recommending E. Esposito Interiors. E. Esposito Interiors was recommended to me by Contractors doing high end projects in Martis Camp in Truckee. My project was not "high-end and ranged from $10,000 to $50,000."  I worked with the owner - Emily Esposito, she is professional, responsive and is flexible in providing both design options for consideration and price comparison

Donald H.
Client


Love to work with Emily! She is not a demanding designer but a listener and crafts ideas into a unique and creative final result. We have done multiple projects together and all parties come out happy at the end. Not a small feat!I would highly recommend her!

David W.
Sticks & Stones, Artist


Creative, energetic and hard working! We are thrilled with the support E. Esposito Interiors has provided us with kitchen remodel and making our home more cohesive! Working with Emily has been an amazing experience. She is thoughtful, creative, and brings energy to every detail. Emily is easy to work with and has great relationships with her various vendors, making it a seamless process.

Stacy A.
Client


I have worked with Emily on a variety of projects. In our fast-paced industry where one (such as her) is expected to wear many hats, communicate with everyone involved, and magically turn chaos (i.e selections from various vendors) into beautiful harmony, Emily has proven herself to be a professional who is both willing and able to accomplish the task.

James D.
Western Nevada Supply, Vendor 


Emily is top notch with everything she does. She puts her heart and soul into each project and her attention to small details that make a project unique to the client is paramount. Emily helps coordinate with the general contractor all the way down the chain of command with the sub contractors that will need her designs and drawings to make the project come to life. When you hire Emily you know your project is in good hands and she will see it through to the end.

Ben M.
Wire Me Electric, Subcontractor


We have worked with Emily on several projects over the years and it's always been a pleasure. She cares very much for her clients and ensuring they get what they are looking for and are taken care of along the way! Looking forward to seeing more of her completed projects in the near future.

Ami V.
Nor-Cal Floor Design, Inc, Vendor


I have worked with Emily on multiple Tahoe homes. She is creative with her lighting specifications, organized, and always orders her lighting with plenty of time for me to deliver on time. Emily is a great listener, giving 110% to each and every project she works on. Her patience knows no limits!

Kerry H.
The Lighting Showroom, Vendor


We highly recommend Emily Esposito Interiors. Emily is professional, creative and has incredible eye for design. Emily also recommended very elegant choices that would work well with our budget. Recommending Emily, is a pleasure!

Marie G.
Client


Working with Emily was great. As a Cabinet maker I work with many designers and Emily listens to others opinions and is responsive to make for the very best outcome for her clients.

Josh E.
The Cabinet Company, Vendor


Emily has helped many of my clients and they have loved working with her.  She is easy to communicate with and has a very open opinion on style for each individual  family.

Nina S.
Martis Camp Realtor


Emily’s work is remarkable, and her custom pieces are beautiful!

Luke L.
Colleague
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Let’s get creative
Discover how your space can become your dream destination. From our home base in Northern California, we help homeowners across California, Nevada, Tennessee, and Hawaii, and even the nation realize the potential in their properties. Fill out our form below to get started.
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